
Perpetual Solution

Website Rebuild & Optimization for

Engineering Consultancy

PROJECT DETAILS

A Web Development

B Aug. 2020 - Ongoing

C Less than $10,000

D
"Their team’s knowledgeable and

reliable."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Perpetual Solution recoded pages to improve the

speed of a website. The team integrated Google

Analytics and metadata tags into the site. They

also migrated the platform onto a new hosting

service.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Perpetual Solution delivered a

superior website that

functions not only dependably

but also quickly. They

executed the platform’s

hosting migration during the

weekend to prevent

downtime. The team rapidly

responds to requests and

inquiries. Their

professionalism ensures a

seamless partnership.
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Perpetual Solution

The Client

Introduce your business and what you do there.

I’m the head of IT for an engineering consulting company.

The Challenge

What challenge were you trying to address with
Perpetual Solution?

We built a website that loaded slowly. We wanted to put a video

on the first page, but the video was glitchy. We also wanted to

improve our Google Analytics.

E Head of IT,
Engineering
Consultancy

H 11-50 Employees

F Montreal, Canada

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

What was the scope of their involvement?

Perpetual recoded some of our website’s pages. They applied for a

Google My Business profile and integrated metadata tags into our

website. Their team also moved us to a new hosting service. We

went live about two weeks ago. Now, we’re working on the French

part of the website.

What is the team composition?

Gen's (Owner) my primary contact.

How did you come to work with Perpetual Solution?

Perpetual seemed professional and answered all of our questions

in a timely manner.

How much have you invested with them?

We signed for the deal of $99 per month. We paid the first three

months upfront and now, we pay on a monthly basis.

What is the status of this engagement?

We started working with Perpetual in August 2020, and we’re still

working together.

Perpetual Solution
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The Outcome

What evidence can you share that demonstrates the
impact of the engagement? 

All of the promises Perpetual made, they delivered. Now, the

website’s reliable and fast; the speed’s perfect. However, it’s too

early for Google to parse through the whole website.

When we moved hosting services, we didn’t want any glitches in the

emails that the company uses. Perpetual worked from Friday night

until Monday to make sure that everything was up and running

without any downtime.

How did Perpetual Solution perform from a project
management standpoint?

They respond to our emails and requests quickly. For example,

when they recoded parts of the website, several features looked

differently from how we designed them. When we told them that we

wanted them to look as we designed them, they made the changes

right away.

What did you find most impressive about them?

Their team’s knowledgeable and reliable. It’s easy to work with

Perpetual. They’re true professionals. We haven’t had a single bump

in the road.

Are there any areas they could improve?

No, our engagement’s one of the easiest I’ve ever had.

Do you have any advice for potential customers?

Just go for it. Don’t look around because Perpetual’s the one.

sales@perpetualsolution.com

514 319-1013

www.perpetualsolution.com
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